KAUNAS INTERNSHIP

Programme

KAUNAS (LITHUANIA)
4-10 JUNE 2017

EduLAW

Co-funded by the Erasmus+ Programme of the European Union
SUNDAY Day of arrival (4 June)

Arrival and meeting by the VMU bus at the Airport and transfer to the hotel

Arrivals
- 4 June, 11 persons RF at 10:20 in Vilnius
- 4 June, 9 persons ALB at 12:45 in Vilnius
- 4 June, 3 persons BE at 17:35 in Vilnius
- 4 June, 5 persons NARFU at 22:50 in Vilnius
- 7 June, 1 person ALB at 12:45 in Vilnius
- BY (4 June) and PL participants (4 and 5 June) arrive by bus in Kaunas

From 13.00 on: Informal meetings at the hotel restaurant
- Collecting the boarding cards
- Payment of the cash per diems
- Signing of the list of participants

19.00 Welcome dinner in the centre of the city (gathering in the hotel lobby 18.45)

20.00 Cultural walking tour in the city and conference venues

Departures planning for 9, 10 and 11 June:
- 9 June at 14:30 bus pickup, 3 persons BE departure airplane from Vilnius at 18:15
- 9 June departure of PL participants by bus from Kaunas
- 10 June at 7.30 bus pick-up of 5 persons RF departure airplane from Vilnius
- 10 June at 10:00, 10 persons ALB departure airplane at 13:40 from Vilnius
- 10 June departure of BY participants by bus from Kaunas
- 11 June at 7.00 bus pick-up for 11 persons RF departure airplane from Vilnius at 11:10

Contact detail of the members of the organising committee in Kaunas:
Ausrine Pasvenskiene +370 (618) 16 009
Agne Margeviciute +370 (698) 03 599
Gracienne Lauwers +32 476 87 13 96
MONDAY Day 1 (5 June)

Venue: Vytauto Didžiojo Universitetas / VMU - Central conference Hall at the corner of S. Daukanto gatvė and K. Donelaičio gatvė

Chair: Gracienne Lauwers (BE) - EduLAw coordinator

10.00 Welcome by Tomas Berkmanas, Dean of the Faculty of Law of VMU

10.15 Workshop on the draft GSU Module ‘Disciplinary procedures in schools and the duty of care and liability’ (WP DEV 3.1 & WP QC 5.2) and draft description of the summary of the module covered/taught in the particular education law course for the course syllabus (WP DEV 2.2)

Author BY U. Beizerau, I. Esmantovich, V. Dvorak, A. Grahotsky, M. Kosman, A. Koshman
Supporting partner LT Ausrine Pasvenskiene / Agne Margeviciute
Closing partner RF Anna Vavilova (MCU)

Description on the major learning outcomes of the module

Belgian case law presenter BE Charlotte Mbuyi
Polish case law presenter PL Wioleta Hryniewicka-Filipkowska
Albanian case law presenter ALB Gerda Sula
Russian case law presenter RF Maria Smirnova

Q&A

CONSORTIUM LUNCH
14.00 Workshop on the draft GSU Module ‘Disciplinary procedures in schools and the duty of care and liability’ (WP DEV 3.1 & WP QC 5.2) - continuation

Author: BY U. Beizerau, I. Esmantovich, V. Dvorak, A. Grahotsky, M. Kosman, A. Koshman
Supporting partner: LT Ausrine Pasvenskiene / Agne Margeviciute
Closing partner: RF Anna Vavilova (MCU)

Description on the major learning outcomes of the module

Belgian case law presenter: BE Gracienne Lauwers
Polish case law presenter: PL Wioleta Hryniewicka-Filipkowska
Albanian case law presenter: ALB Rozeta Biçaku
Russian case law presenter: RF Maria Smirnova / Vitalij Matveev

Q&A

BREAK

16.00 Regional coordination meeting with the institutional project leaders (WP MNG 7.1) on (1) staff costs for the (1a) preparatory phase and the (1b) development phase and (2) equipment costs and (3) Brussels internship - list of participants of the partners

18.00 Evening lecture on Education Law by Georgia du Plessis and Maria Smirnova
Consortium partners are free to attend the EduLAw evening lectures for VMU students

!!! Venue: Vytautas Magnus University - Faculty of Law - Jonavos g. 66, Kaunas
**TUESDAY Day 2 (6 June)**

Venue: Vytauto Didžiojo Universitetas - Central conference Hall
at the corner of S. Daukanto gatvė and K. Donelaičio gatvė

Chair: Agne Margeviciute (LT)

10.00 Workshop on the draft BSPU Module ‘Equality and non-discrimination of staff and students’

- **Author**: BY Siarhei Zenchanka (BSPU)
- **Supporting partner**: BE Georgia Du Plessis
- **Closing partner**: RF Maria Smirnova

Description on the major learning outcomes of the module

- **Lithuanian case law presenter**: LT Ausrine Pasvenskiene / Agne Margeviciute
- **Polish case law presenter**: PL Marta Perkowska
- **Albanian case law presenter**: ALB Ervin Karamuço
- **Russian case law presenter**: RF Vitalij Matveev

**Q&A**

**CONSORTIUM LUNCH**
14.00 Workshop on the draft ELA Module ‘Children with special education needs and inclusive education’ (WP DEV 3.1 & WP QC 5.2)

Author: ELA Elena Shinkareva
Supporting partner: BE Charlotte Mbuyi
Closing partner: BY Veranika Radyhina (BSPU)

Description on the major learning outcomes of the module

Lithuanian case law presenter: LT Ausrine Pasvenskiene / Agne Margeviciute
Polish case law presenter: PL Wojciech Zon
Albanian case law presenter: ALB Livia Nano
Russian case law presenter: RF Svetlana Bulanova, Nadezhda Baykina (Narfu)

Q&A

BREAK

18.00 Evening lecture on Education Law by Charlotte Mbuyi
Consortium partners are free to attend the EduLAw evening lectures for VMU students
!! Venue: Vytautas Magnus University - Faculty of Law - Jonavos g. 66, Kaunas
**WEDNESDAY Day 3 (7 June)**

Venue: Vytauto Didžiojo Universitetas - Central conference Hall at the corner of S. Daukanto gatvė and K. Donelaičio gatvė

Chair: Katerina Kabakhidze (RU)

10.00 Module ‘Privacy and data protection, transparency and access to information in education’ (WP DEV 3.1 & WP QC 5.2)

Author RF Alexander Chekalin (NARFU)
Supporting partner LT Ausrine Pasvenskiene / Agne Margeviciute
Closing partner RF Anna Vavilova, Katerina Kabakhidze, Maria Smirnova

Description on the major learning outcomes of the module

Belgian case law presenter BE Martijn Roelen
Polish case law presenter PL Wojciech Zon
Albanian case law presenter ALB Theodori Karaj
Belarusian case law presenter BY Vladislav. Beizerau
Russian case law presenter RF Maria Smirnova

Q&A

CONSORTIUM LUNCH
14.00  Module Glossary

Author       RF Katerina Kabakhidze (MCU)

Q&A

BREAK

18.00  Evening lecture on Education Law by Martijn Roelen
Consortium partners are free to attend the EduLAw evening lectures for VMU students
!!! Venue: Vytautas Magnus University - Faculty of Law - Jonavos g. 66, Kaunas
THURSDAY Day 4 (8 June)

Venue: Vytauto Didžiojo Universitetas - Central conference Hall at the corner of S. Daukanto gatvė and K. Donelaičio gatvė

Chair: Marta Kowalczuk-Walędziak (PL) and Georgia du Plessis (BE)

09.30 Group photo of the participants

10.00 Workshop on the draft MSAL module ‘Law on teacher training and professional development of teachers’ (WP DEV 3.1 & WP QC 5.2), teacher education programmes (WP 1.1) and their regional specificities (WP 1.2)

Author RF A. Mitrushchenkova / N. Komissarov (MSAL)
Supporting partner PL Marta Kowalczuk-Waledziak
Closing partner RF Maria Smirnova (MCU)

Description on the major learning outcomes of the module

Belgian case law presenter BE Martijn Roelen
Lithuanian case law presenter LT Ausrine Pasvenskiene
Polish case law presenter PL Marta Kowalczuk-Walędziak
Albanian case law presenter ALB Shqipe Haxhihyseni
Belarusian case law presenter BY Vladislav. Beizerau
Russian case law presenter RF Vitalij Matveev

Q&A
CONSORTIUM LUNCH

Chair: Maria Smirnova (RF)

14.00 Workshop on the draft BSPU Module ‘Legal framework on pedagogical and academic and school autonomy’ (WP DEV 3.1 & WP QC 5.2)

Authors: BY Aliaksandr Makouchyk (BSPU)
Supporting partner: LT Ausrine Pasvenskiene / Agne Margeviciute
Closing partner: ELA Elena Shinkareva

Description on the major learning outcomes of the module

Belgian case law presenter: BE Gracienne Lauwers
Lithuanian case law presenter: LT Ausrine Pasvenskiene
Polish case law presenter: PL Wojciech Zon
Albanian case law presenter: ALB Juliana Latifaj
Russian case law presenter: RF Maria Smirnova

Q&A

16.00 Consortium committee management meeting with institutional project managers, internal quality controllers and the visibility manager

- Evaluation of the first project internship in Kaunas (Lithuania)
- Preparing the second project internship in Brussels (Belgium)
- Preparing the first intensive school with the education law modules and draft of updated programmes curricula for ALB, BY, RF law students, ALB, BY, RF pedagogical and educational sciences students, ALB postgraduate students, RF postgraduate law students (WP DEV 2.1)
**FRIDAY Day 5 (9 June)**

Venue: V. Putvinskio g. 23, classroom 311, VMU building

Chair: Vladislav. Beizerau (BY)

10.00  Kaunas Internship speech by VMU Vice-Rector for Research Julija Kiršienė

10.30  Workshop on the draft VUB Module ‘Judicial review of assessment of teachers disputes’ (WP DEV 3.1 & WP QC 5.2)

Author BE Gracienne Lauwers
Supporting partner ALB Gerda Sula
Closing partner RF Maria Smirnova

Description on the major learning outcomes of the module

Lithuanian case law presenter LT Ausrine Pasvenskiene
Polish case law presenter PL Wioleta Hryniewicka-Filipkowska
Albanian case law presenter ALB Nikoleta Mita
Belarusian case law presenter BY Volha Kliazovich
Russian case law presenter RF Maria Smirnova

Q&A

**CONSORTIUM LUNCH**
14.00 Workshop on the draft VUB Module ‘Judicial review of assessment of students disputes’ (WP DEV 3.1 & WP QC 5.2)

Author BE Gracienne Lauwers
Supporting partner ALB Rozeta Biçaku
Closing partner RF A. Vavilova, K. Kabakhidze, M. Smirnova

Description on the major learning outcomes of the module

Lithuanian case law presenter LT Ausrine Pasvenskiene
Polish case law presenter PL Woijech Zon
Albanian case law presenter ALB Nikoleta Mita
Belarusian case law presenter BY Aleksander Grahotsky
Russian case law presenter RF Maria Smirnova

Q&A

16.00 Introductory workshop of the special education needs working group (WP DEV 3.1 & WP QC 5.2)

16.30 Introductory workshop of the constitutional rights in education working group (WP DEV 3.1 & WP QC 5.2)

17.00 Completing the online internal quality questionnaire by the participants (WP DEV 5.2)

17.30 Seminar on the draft syllabi for the 14 modules of the course (WP DEV 2.2)
SATURDAY Day 6 (10 June)

10.00 Steering committee brunch meeting at the hotel
- Draft description of the education law curriculum
  (content taught in the education law course) (WP DEV 2.2)
- Distribution of the first multilingual e-Newsletter (WP MNG 7.3)
- Departure

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS:

Genc Alimehmeti, Nadezhda Baykina, Uladzislau Beizerau, Rozeta Biçaku,
Svetlana Bulanova, Alexander Chekalin, Tomas Daukantas, Georgia du Plessis,
Vitaly Dvorak, Iryna Esmantovich, Ekaterina Fliginskikh, Natalia Golovina,
Shqipe Haxhihyseni, Aliaksandr Hrakhotski, Violeta Hryniewicka-Filipkowska,
Ekaterina Kabakhidze, Theodhori Karaj, Ervin Karamuço, Julija Kiršiene,
Volha Kliazovich, Natalia Komissarova, Alena Koshman, Mikhail Koshman,
Marta Kowalczuk-Wałędziak, Nikolai Kuzmin, Juliana Latifaj, Gracienne Lauwers,
Aliaksandr Makouchyk, Agne Margeviciute, Vitaly Matveev, Charlotte Mbuyi,
Nikoleta Mita, Anastasia Mitrushchenkova, Marina Mokoseeva, Livia Nano,
Ausrine Pasvenskiene, Marta Perkowska, Veranika Radyhina, Martijn Roelen,
Ivan Savelev, Elena Shinkareva, Maria Smirnova, Gerda Sula, Anastasiia Suvirova,
Paul Van Caesbroeck, Siarhey Zenchanka, Wojciech Zoń
VENUE 1
Vytautas Magnus University, S. Daukanto g.,
Kaunas 44249, Lithuania

VENUE 2
V. Putvinskio g. 23, classroom 311, VMU building
VENUE FOR THE EVENING LECTURES
Vytautas Magnus University - Faculty of Law, Jonavos g. 66, Kaunas

HOTEL ACCOMMODATION
BEST BALTIC HOTEL A.Mickeviciaus g. 28, LT-44311 Kaunas, Lithuania